
  

History in our Backyard



  

The Monarch Works



  

Pioneering engineering

Was on the site of Shurgard storage

Home from 1910 to John Warrick Engineering

Built and hired carrier bi- and tricycles

Supplied carrier tricycles to first British army cycling 
regiment before moving to Caversham Road



John Warrick, the marksman



Stop me and buy one!



Supplying beyond Reading



Getting motorised



  

The Rise and fall of the Motorised Tricycle

Warrick's adapted to the rise of the internal 
combustion engine in the early 20th Century by 
producing motorized tricycles

However, improvements in four-wheeled technology 
made these obsolete and production ceased in 1924/25

By that time Warrick's had manufactured around 
2,000 tricycles

John Warrick died in 1925, and his son Bill took over 
the business

The company continued making and hiring trade 
bicycles and tricycles until the 1950s



  

Setting a legal precedent

 In 1953 Warrick's lost a legal case which set a 
precedent and is still cited in legal text books

 Warrick's had an exclusion clause in its contract  
accepting no liability for any injury when using one 
of its cycles

 A tricycle rider was injured when a saddle broke and 
the court ruled the exclusion clause did not prevent 
them suing for negligence



  

The Monarch Works in the 1960s

By the mid-1960s bicycle manufacturing had ceased

The only things it was manufacturing by then for hire 
were collapsible golf trolleys

The works mainly did electroplating, stove enamelling 
and contract engineering, some of it for sports car 
manufacturers  Bucklers at 67, Caversham Road

Some of the contracting work involved making parts for 
Concorde

The works closed in 1972/73 and the Monarch House 
office block was built on the site



St Paul's Church



Rich and powerful connections



  

 Who was William McIlroy?

  McIlroy owned a department store

  It was opposite where the Broad Street Mall now 
stands

  It closed in the 1950s but the building still stands

  It provided staff accommodation on the top floor and 
this has recently been reconverted into flats

  In its heyday it was known as “The Crystal Palace of 
Reading and employed 1,000 people



   McIlroy's department store



  

How did McIlroy's  name get on the stone?

In 1897 McIlroy defrayed the cost of a preaching 
station on the site

   By 1901, the premises had become inadequate, and 
McIlroy donated the land on which the church was 
built

  The church opened on 9th April, 1902 as Caversham 
Road Presbyterian Church

  The preaching station became the church hall



  

Heady early days

  The first minister doubled the number of 
communicants to 228 by 1907

   It  had 200 pupils in its Sunday school and was forced 
to run two sessions

  By 1906 its activities included a men's social club, a sick 
benefit society, youth bible classes and a women's guild

  As well as McIlroy another rich and powerful member 
of the church was E P Collier



  

The Great War

   Six months into the war, it was decided to write out 
the names of the men serving in the forces in a 
permanent manner and display them in the church 
vestibule. 

  This became the church's war memorial

  The memorial was moved to E.P. Collier School, which 
after its expansion gave it to Greyfriars church

   It is still looking for a home

   In 1915, the church's name was changed to St. Paul's



  

Hard times in the 1920s 

   Many of the congregation had left the area

   Attendances dropped to an average of 36 in 1929 from 
82 in 1920

   The minister became ill and by 1930 was unable to take 
part in the life of the church

   By 1929 the fall in membership and the recession 
caused a financial crisis and the church managers said 
they were unable to manage the budget



  

Enter another McIlroy 

   A new minister arrived in the 1930s

   William McIlroy's son, another William, continued to 
be a benefactor

   He donated a valuable tapestry of the marriage of 
Joseph and Mary reportedly stolen from Russia

   He paid for a Sunday school outing in 1934

   While mayor of Reading for five years from 1938 he 
used the church for civic services

   By 1937 attendances were back up to 80



  

Mayor McIlroy at a Civic Service in
November 1939



  

Post-war decline

   Attendances fell, and the building became increasingly 
difficult to maintain

  The top of the tower had to be taken down in the 1960s 
as a result

   In the 1970s a committee was set up to look at the 
options, including moving to a new site

   76% of the members wanted to stay on the site

  No full-time minister from 1996

  The church hall became unusable due to dry rot

  The total repair bill would have come to £1 million



  

The end and a New Beginning

   The United Reform Church, of which St. Paul's had 
become part decided it would be best to sell the site and 
use the proceeds to restore its other sites

   English Heritage said the church was of no significant 
architectural interest

  The organ, however, was listed and was last heard of  
preserved in Malta

   McIlroy's tapestry was auctioned off

  The Church of England bought the site and built New 
Hope

  The original dedication stone was split and the reverse 
used



  

New Hope
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